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BERNHARD GRUBER SCENE STEALER IN VAL DI FIEMME
ERIC FRENZEL: CRYSTAL GLOBE GETTING CLOSER

Nordic Combined World Cup Individual Gundersen in Val di Fiemme (Italy)
Eric Frenzel wins the jumping competition, Japanese Akito Watabe does not start and loses ground in the overall ranking
Sensational performance of Gruber at the XC stadium in Lago di Tesero, with Frenzel and Graabak behind
Tomorrow a second 10-km Individual Gundersen LH - HS134


Austrian Bernhard Gruber, after an excellent performance in the jumping competition, seized the win on the XC track in Lago di Tesero thus securing the final victory in today’s Individual Gundersen event in Val di Fiemme (Trentino region - Italy). Second, but happy, German Eric Frenzel, who thus outdistances Akito Watabe in the World Cup overall ranking as the Japanese did not start today because of a sudden malaise. He will however probably compete tomorrow in order not to lose further ground. Third rank for Norwegian Jørgen Graabak, at the top again after yesterday's win in the Team Sprint with teammate Magnus Krog. In the jumping round in Predazzo Eric Frenzel (142.3) took the lead with 21 seconds of advantage on Austria’s Bernhard Gruber (137.1), followed by young Japanese Takehiro Watanabe (132.1). Eric Frenzel's jump was by far the longest of the day and particularly appreciated by the spectators. 
At the XC Stadium in Lago di Tesero the World Cup leader only needed to control the situation and save his energy for tomorrow. Austrian Gruber however rapidly reduced at ten seconds the gap he had at the start. Norwegians Magnus Krog and Jørgen Graabak also showed a prodigious comeback, when Gruber passed Frenzel and went away from the German. Klemetsen and Watanabe could not keep the pace but the fight for the podium was tight, with Germany's Fabian Riessle and Johannes Rydzek in the lot of contenders for a podium place. 
“Berni” Gruber considerably increased his advantage over Frenzel while Norwegians managed a small gap to the others but not enough to endanger the German champion. Gruber seized the victory, utterly exhausted, followed by Eric Frenzel and Graabak who came through to claim the third rank. Tomorrow Predazzo and Lago di Tesero will host an "encore representation" of today's event.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com
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Individual Gundersen LH/10km
1 Gruber Bernhard AUT 30:59.7; 2 Frenzel Eric GER +37.5; 3 Graabak Joergen NOR +46.0; 4 Krog Magnus NOR +52.2; 5 Klapfer Lukas AUT +56.7; 6 Riessle Fabian GER +1:20.2; 7 Seidl Mario AUT +1:21.8; 8 Schmid Jan NOR +1:24.2; 9 Denifl Wilhelm AUT +1:25.2; 10 Moan Magnus H. NOR +1:28.1


